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Selected Acclaim
“With decades of experience teaching lawyers communication skills, Brian K. Johnson and Marsha
Hunter present a very readable, comprehensive how-to volume that will help you cope with our
common speaking foibles. Even strong speakers at ease in front of any crowd will likely pick up
some useful pointers from this book.
…the book remains a very useful, practical guide. Your palms may still get a bit sweaty, but with
Johnson and Hunter’s advice, your speech and gestures should be much more fluid, your audience
more appreciative.”
Susan Azyndar, American Association of Law Libraries, Spectrum Blog
“This book offers many practical suggestions for improving our speaking styles...As members of a
service profession, our clients pay for our time, intellect and skills. Speaking effectively is one of
the many ways we deliver superior service to those clients.”
Mark Hinueber, Esq., Nevada Lawyer Magazine
“Even if you consider yourself already to be an effective public speaker, some new techniques for
improvement will likely be found in Johnson and Hunter’s The Articulate Attorney: Public Speaking
for Lawyers… How-to books litter the library shelves, but The Articulate Attorney provides
something special. The book presents specifics, techniques and practice pointers to improve
speaking, specifically for the legal profession. Published by Crown King Books, it would be a
valuable resource for experienced and new attorneys.”
Suzanne Dohrer, Esq., Maricopa Lawyer
“The Articulate Attorney in an invaluable resource that offers practical advice for lawyers who want
to improve their communications skills. The book illustrations demonstrate the most effective
ways to convey information for optimal results. This is an important resource for every lawyer!"
Donna Gerson, co-author, The Modern Rules of Business Etiquette
“Being a good lawyer is an incredibly complex discipline, one composed of many sub-skills…If
public speaking is one of the skills you need to develop and improve (and most lawyers likely
should), then you would do well to pick up The Articulate Attorney.”
Keith Lee, Associate’s Mind Blog
“This book should definitely be one of the most read, re-read, and earmarked books on a lawyer’s
bookshelf.”
Caren Ulrich Stacy, Lawyer Metrics LLC
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